ABSTRACT: Insulator image recognition is an important research on the after-treatment of power grid patrol by UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle). According to the characteristics of aerial insulator image, this paper centers on a new method of aerial insulator recognition based on the structural model and the optimal entropy threshold (OET) segmentation. Firstly, on the condition of the lack of insulator sample library, SketchUp software is used to build the structural model of the insulator and generate insulator simulation images. Those insulator simulation images are used to build the training sample set. Then the insulator image is grayed and enhanced. Next, OET Algorithm is applied to segment the insulator from backgrounds, and the mathematical morphology is applied to improve the segmentation results. Finally, the moment invariants of the insulator and background are calculated to train classifiers based on Adaboost Algorithm, and then a strong classifier is created. The example and testing results show that this method can effectively achieve insulator image recognition under complex backgrounds.
INTRODUCTION
With the development of Chinese economy and the increasing demand for energy, how to transmit and distribute electricity over long distances becomes a big issue. Traditionally, high pressure and ultrahigh pressure overhead power lines are widely used for this purpose in China. However, for one thing, power lines and towers, exposed in the wild for a long time, are easily broken, worn and corroded with the influence of continuous mechanical tension, electrical flashover, and the materials aging. The insulator, an important component in the power transmission lines, is easy to be damaged and out of order at the same time. Hence it should be patrolled regularly. For another, power transmission lines China spread over diversified and complex regions, including mountains, plains and other terraces. Traditional manual inspection and patrol, with low efficiency, are difficult to carry out, which has made the new method of using helicopter for inspection well accepted and popular. Using helicopter for inspecting transmission lines [1] has become a new direction and research focus owing to its advantages of efficiency, fast speed, reliability, low cost and without geographical limitations.
Insulator inspection image processing including image preprocessing, image detection and pattern recognition, etc [1] . is essential to achieve the following results: how to make use of a camera to capture one or more images of the detected porcelain insulator in the helicopter inspection process; how to detect the state of the insulator through image processing and analysis and how to discover the defects and hidden faults of it timely. There have been some preliminary achieve-ments on this issue at home and abroad, and some recognition methods have been put forward as follows. [2] identifies the insulator by dealing with the S component in the HIS color space. It combines the maximum entropy threshold segmentation method improved through the morphology with the insulator shape features (the degree of the slenderness, roundness, and the duty ratio) [3] adopts the global minimization active contour model (GMAC) for insulator extraction to locate the insulator. Zhang Jingjing et al [4] researched on the insulator's typical structure feature and combined it with the intellectual model of the transmission line structure. The work of [5] proposes identification and fault diagnosis of the insulator by processing its infrared thermal image. In [6] the insulator is recognized and its filth is diagnosed based on its discharge ultraviolet image. But these methods are mainly qualitative research, which have poor applicability for the insulator identification under different environment and background，and their effects on the insulator recognition drowning in complex background are not satisfying.
This paper presents an approach to the insulator recognition. Its flow chart is shown in Figure 1 . Firstly, we utilize SketchUp software to build a structural model of insulator. Then insulator simulation images are generated to build a collection of positive sample of insulator.
After image being preprocessed, we extract invariant moment eigenvalue of insulator and background regions as training data. Finally we train a classifier using Adaboost algorithm. This classifier can help to achieve insulator recognition under complex background.
POSITIVE SAMPLES BUILDING
Considering the current lack of aerial insulator image, standard testing sample set and the valid samples taken from different angles or under varied lights, this paper structured and extended the insulator sample set by adopting the technology of the 3D structural modeling.
Structural modeling
As we all know, in machine learning, the quality and quantity of the positive samples directly affect the methods and the effect of the image-processing. And the further impact of this is the accuracy of the algorithm model parameters and the identification results. Usually the shape of the insulator is the bunchy disc. We use this spatial domain feature to extract feature values and model the structural. For insulator feature extraction process, the majority of the aerial images have the problems, such as complicated background, unstable light and the vague goals. There still lack the High quality samples.
In this paper, according to the special shape and material of the insulator, we created a clear and effective insulator structure model by using the 3D modeling software ProE. And we referred to the national standard size of insulator in the whole process, which is called the GB772. Then we extended the sample set through transforming the angles, lighting or mirror and got 500 samples finally. Among them, there are 4 kinds of Angle transformation, which are vertical, horizontal, 45° inclined to the right and left. They are also different in the light, such as dark, normal and bright. The mirror images are divided into horizontal and vertical. As shown in Figure 2 , 3D model of the insulator can generate the insulator samples under different angles. As the pure background and the high quality of the 3D model samples, we can not only solve the problem in collecting the real high quality aerial images effectively, but also improve the effect of the recognition in the post-processing. 
Establishment of Positive sample set
As shown in Figure 4 , we used the 3D model samples and the real aerial images as the positive sample set and the background images in aerial samples as the negative sample set. Fault diagnosis of insulator based on aerial image is a new way of insulator inspection. Research of this aspect is still in its infancy, so the insulator sample image library is also deficient and it is difficult to distinguish the objective and the background in most of the pictures. However, the quantity and quality of the sample set have a direct impact on the result of the target recognition. So we pioneer the idea of using modeling technology to draw insulator model, thus we can gain the insulator simulation image and build a sample set of high quality, as to enhance the recognition effect.
IMAGE PREPROCESSING
Image quality can be degraded when image acquisition suffers the influence of many factors such as imaging equipment, weather and illumination. In order to make the aerial insulator image clearer, and the noise caused by non-insulator objects smaller, 3 steps are taken to carry out insulator image preprocessing, which are histogram equalization, image segmentation and morphological processing.
Histogram equalization
Histogram equalization is also called the gray equalization, and its basic idea is to manipulate the image with nonlinear stretching and redistribute image pixel values, so we can make the histogram of the original image evenly distributed. Thus increasing the dynamic range of the pixel gray is so as to enhance the image contrast of the whole.
This paper adopts this method of aerial image processing to achieve image enhancement. Figure 5 shows the effect contrast after histogram equalization processing, and it is clear to see the enhancement of the image contrast. 
Image segmentation
Entropy concept's application to image segmentation is based on the purpose of making the distribution of the target and the background information the most abundant. By means of analyzing the entropy of image gray histogram, find out the best threshold [7] . If the image gray scale range for {0, 1,..., L -1}, let's suppose the pixels whose grayscale is lower than t make up the target area (O), the others make up the background region (B). For digital images, the entropy of target region and background region are defined as:
Definition: i = 0, 1,…, t; Pi refers to the probability of the ith gray's appearance.
The entropy function is defined as:
In this paper, optimal entropy threshold method is applied to aerial insulator image segmentation. By means of analyzing the entropy of image gray histogram, find out the best threshold, then make the insulator and the background separated. As shown in Figure 6 , it is the insulator binary image after the image segmentation based on the best entropy threshold method. 
Mathematical morphological processing
After OET image segmentation algorithm, insulator has been segmented. But it still leaves a lot of image noise and the region which don't belong to the objective. In order to eliminate the noises and the power lines existing in the segmented image, mathematical morphological method is used for the smooth filtering processing in this paper.
Morphological filtering is nonlinear filtering method, and its basic idea is to use predefined morphological structure elements to extract or remove the corresponding image shape in order to achieve the purpose of image filtering.
Dilation operation and erode operation are the basis of morphological image processing. They are defined as Dilation:
Erosion:
Erode operation can "shrinkage" or "refinement" the object in the binary image, dilation operation can "extended" or "bold" the object in the binary image. Make a simple combination of the erode operation and the dilation operation can get the opening operation and the closing operation of the morphology. The opening operation means the erosion of image, followed by a dilation of the result. Similarly, the closing operation is the dilation of image, followed by an erosion of the result.
Opening operation:
Opening operation can eliminate the small noise and smooth object boundary. Closing operation can stuff the small hole of the object, connect the neighbor disconnected goals and smooth object boundary [8] . The processing performance of morphology algorithm mainly depends on the type and size of structure elements.
This article adopts the combination of morphological opening and closing operation on binary image smoothing processing, in order to improve the effect of the traditional algorithm of segmentation. Figure 7 presents the processing effects. We can see clearly that noise has been removed from original image.
INSULATOR'S RECOGNITION AND LOCATION
It is still unable to define the insulator as the result of the division after image segmentation. In this thesis, moment invariants features of insulator are used to recognize it. We extract respectively moment invariants eigenvalues of insulator and background region from 300 images which have been preprocessed and use them as positive and negative sample set data for classifier training. 
Extraction of the Characteristics of Moment Invariants
The Hu invariant moment describes the region-character and is a linear feature. It extracts the characteristics which are invariable under shifting, scaling and rotation [9] . For a M N  digital image f(x,y), its (p+q)th order moments and central moments are given respectively, as follows:
Where i and j are target centroid, which are defined as The Hu invariant moment is constituted of 7 variables structured on this basis. And the 7 variables are invariable under shifting, scaling and rotation.
Moment invariants eigenvalues of the insulator can be obtained by the above method as well as those of the background region. Moment invariants of the insulator vary in the range of [1.255, 3 .220], nevertheless moment invariants of the background change more widely, and in most cases, above insulators' variation. Therefore, the insulator can be well distinguished from the background region according to moment invariants.
Adaboost Classifier Training
Adaboost algorithm originates from Boosting algorithms. It is a kind of a universal method proposed by Schapire in 1959, which can improve the accuracy of any given learning algorithm. Adaboost can boost adaptively a set of weak classifiers into strong classifiers by iterative process of sample weights. Firstly, it rebuilds the weight for every sample, according to the results and accuracy of the categorization. And then reset the weight of the next classifier for the retraining. Finally fuse the classifiers together and get the final decision classifier. Adaboost algorithm can be used to train the same classifier with different samples, which will improve the accuracy of samples. It utilizes multiple sample sets to generate multiple classifiers in training process, and then cascades the classifiers into a strong classifier. According to the design principle, the final cascade classifier is called the strong classifier. The classifiers that compose of a strong classifier are called weak classifiers [10] . With this design, when the classifier series being very large, the accuracy of Adaboost algorithm will be perfect. Figure 8 shows Adaboost algorithm training process.
For this research, 300 positive samples (structural modeling insulators) and 300 negative samples (background) are selected. We extract, from both groups respectively, seven Hu moment invariants. Then we train classifiers using Adaboost algorithm and get a cascade classifier in the end. The cascade classifier is used to recognize the aerial image to be detected. The final recognition result is shown in Figure 9 . It can be seen from it that the above proposed method can recognize and locate insulator from complex backgrounds effectively and accurately. 
CONCLUSION
We have studied aerial insulator recognition.
(1) Ideal positive samples are obtained through structural modeling. Besides solving the problem of shortage of insulators sampling library, the positive samples have some advantages which aerial images haven't possessed, such as prominent features of the insulator, pure background, and no influence of noise and distortion. And further, with structural modeling we obtain various sizes of insulator images from different angles in 3D space, thus the problem of lack of insulator sample library can be solved very well.
(2) We use optimal entropy threshold algorithm to segment the insulator from backgrounds. The mathematical morphology is applied to filter and smooth the binary images. Further improving the segmentation effect and making the insulator body more outstanding, the interference of background more small.
(3) Using AdaBoost algorithm and Moment invariants we train a cascade classifier which is used to recognize aerial image to be detected. The testing results show that our method can achieve effectively insulator recognition from complex backgrounds.
